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ABSTRACT
Background: A new way to increase the challenge of walking is to walk backwards. Backward treadmill walking
may provide advantages by promoting improvement in balance, walking spatiotemporal parameters and quality
that may reflect in improving walking speed. Information about the energy expended by the patient during
ambulation could provide objective data to help guide the decision-making process.
Objective: To evaluate the effects of a backward treadmill training program in improving walking endurance in
children with cerebral palsy.
Materials and Methods: Twelve children diagnosed with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy from both gender were
included in this study. They were divided into 2 groups, group A (control) received the regular therapeutic
exercise program according to neurodevelopmental approach for such cases and group B (study) received the
regular therapeutic exercise program for such cases along with 20 min backward treadmill walking using Biodex
gait trainer equipment. Heart rate was monitored continuously each session for both groups. walking speed was
assessed using The Biodex Gait Trainer 2TM and energy expenditure index was assessed by measuring heart rate
using pulsometer (Japan model Tunturi TPN-400) for both groups before and after three months of the treatment
program.
Results: There was statistically significant improvement in walking speed in the study group (P<0.05) with
significant difference when comparing post treatment results between groups (p<0.05), but The change in mean
EEI scores was not significant when comparing post treatment results between groups while there were a
significant improvement in mean EEI scores within groups.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated an effective protocol using backward treadmill training to increase walking
speed and endurance in children with CP. Although no significant change in EEI scores was noted and the sample
size was small. This gait training method provides a safe and controlled environment for children to perform
continuous walking at a cardiovascular training intensity to improve their gait and fitness.
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INTRODUCTION
Spastic diplegia is a type of cerebral palsy that
generally affects the lower extremities greater
than the upper extremities. Gait is altered in
individuals with spastic diplegia CP due to the
increase in muscle tone causing legs to adduct,
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internally rotate, and causes a “scissor” gait
pattern when ambulating (American Physical
Therapy Association, 2001), (“Facts about
Cerebral Palsy,” 2015) [1].
It was reported that repetitive gait training was
more effective in improving gait speed, stride
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length, and joint kinematics than traditional
physical therapy in children with cerebral palsy
[2]. Traditional treadmill gait training, which is
one type of commonly used repetitive gait training, improves motor learning and lower limb
muscle strength, activates locomotor control
systems, and enables children to experience the
habits and task-specific gait behaviors that
affect functional ability [3,4].
A relatively new way to increase the challenge
of walking is to walk backwards. At a given
speed, when compared with forward walking,
backward walking elicits more electromyographic activity which in turn results in higher
physiological cost and greater perceived exertion [5,6]. Hip extension is more active in backward walking due to the concentric contraction
of knee flexors during early swing phase [7,8]
which may be beneficial at improving lower limb
coordination. Also, backward walking is more
difficult and demanding than forward walking
due to its postural instability and may therefore
provide a training challenge to balance [9].
One study showed that when healthy schoolaged children engaged in backward gait, their
sense of balance improved [10]; moreover, backward gait at the same speed consumed more
oxygen, increased metabolic rate, and enhanced
cardiovascular function compared to forward gait
[6]. As backward walking has a good effect on
acting to improve proprioception and balance.
This has a role in increasing speed of walking
as when the patient becomes balanced so this
will also give him greater support to move faster
and will act to condition hip, knee and ankle stabilizers. This increase at the speed of walking is
related also to the increase at lower limb activity that occurs with backward walking as when
the activity of lower limb muscles is improved
so the patient can move at faster speed [6].
The energy expenditure index (EEI) represents
a ratio of resting and walking heart rate to walking velocity and results in units of beats per
meter [11] and has been used as an indicator of
energy expenditure for children with cerebral
palsy in past research [12,13].
Heart rate is an easily measured parameter.
Although heart rate may be affected by factors
other than oxygen uptake, it has been shown to
be an accurate and convenient index of energy
Int J Physiother Res 2017;5(5):2294-00.
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expenditure for children during a steady state
of submaximal work. Heart rate has been suggested to estimate energy expenditure in normal and disabled children [14].
Walking energy consumption is a valid evaluation of walking performance in individuals. Gait
disabilities, such as CP and stroke, increase the
energy expenditure of walking and the intensity
of physical effort with altered walking speeds
[15]. To our knowledge, no published research
was specifically designed to assess cardiorespiratory fitness performance in children with CP.
To address this gap in the research literature,
the current study was designed to evaluate the
effect of backward treadmill walking exercise
as a mean of improving the energy expenditure
of walking and gait efficiency in children with
spastic diplegic CP. We also determined
improvement in one parameter such as gait
speed during backward treadmill walking in
response to pre treatment measure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects: Twelve subjects diagnosed with
spastic diplegic cerebral palsy from both
gender were included in this study, they were
selected from out- patient clinic, Faculty of Physical Therapy, Cairo University. The criteria for
selection of the subjects were as follows: Their
ages ranged from five to nine years; Gross Motor
Function Classification System (GMFCS) levels
I–III; Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) levels
1–2; able to walk 10 m backward using an
assistive gait device; Their heights were 1 meter
and more to be able to see the screen and they
had abnormal gait kinematics which can be
collected from assessment of gait kinematics
by Biodex Gait Trainer II TM and able to follow
verbal instructions.. The criteria for exclusion are
as follows: inability to walk independently;
neurological or orthopedic surgery related to
cerebral palsy within the prior six months;
uncontrollable seizures, or visual, auditory, or
perception difficulty. They were divided into 2
groups, group A (four boys and two girls) (control) received the regular therapeutic exercise
program according to neurodevelop-mental
approach for such cases) and group B (four boys
and two girls) (study) received the regular therapeutic exercise program for such cases along
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with 20 min backward treadmill walking using
Biodex gait trainer equipment. Heart rate was
monitored continuously each session for both
groups.
Materials: Clinical assessments included one
measure of endurance (Energy Expenditure
Index) and one functional gait measure (Walking Velocity) under the direction of a physical
therapist.
For the EEI measurement for diplegic children:
The (EEI) in beats/meter is calculated as the
ambulation heart rate (beats/min) minus the
resting heart rate (beats/min) divided by the
ambulation velocity (meters/min). Higher
numbers indicate greater energy expenditure,
while lower numbers reflect more energy efficiency [16]. The heart rate measured by using
pulsometer (Japan model Tunturi TPN-400)
To assess walking speed for the children participated in this study: The Biodex Gait Trainer
2TM is equipment used to evaluate and provide
training of walking in patients with gait disorders. (Biodex Medical INC., Shirley, New York,
USA).
Methods: After a clear explanation of the study
protocol and written consents were obtained
from all participants and their parents or care
givers, the ethics committee, Faculty of Physical Therapy, Cairo University approved this study.
For treatment, the children in the control group
(A) received the traditional physical therapy
program based on NDT only for one hour three
times /week for 12 weeks while Children of study
group (B) received the traditional physical
therapy program based on NDT for such cases
in addition to walking backward on a treadmill
using The Biodex Gait Trainer with speed of 0.01
m/sec. and 0 degree inclination for 5 min. firstly
increased gradually to reach 2m/sec. for total
time of session 20 min [17], this program was
conducted three times / week for three successive month
For evaluation all children were evaluated prior
and after three-months of training. For evaluation of EEI, Firstly, The child rested seated in
silence for about ten minutes and the mean
heart rate was taken at 2nd minute, fifth min.
and eighth min. as the resting heart rate by using
pulsometer. The walking heart rate was measuInt J Physiother Res 2017;5(5):2294-00.
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red on the treadmill using pulsometer and the
mean heart rate was taken at the last three
minutes of work during the last session of
second and third month of training to assess
endurance. Treadmill walking was adjusted at
the predetermined individual, self-selected
speed, which was held constant throughout the
test. For evaluation of walking speed, each child
was permitted to try the gait trainer set up
before recording his gait parameters.
Statistical Analysis: For data analysis, all
statistical measures were performed through the
Statistical Package for Social Studies (SPSS)
version 17 for windows, (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).
Paired and unpaired T test were performed to
detect level of significance within and between
groups respectively.
RESULTS
This randomized controlled study was conducted
to detect the conditioning effect of backward
gait training in addition to the physical therapy
program in children with diplegic cerebral palsy.
There were two independent variables, the first
one was the tested groups which had two
groups, group A (received the regular therapeutic exercise program for such cases based on
neurodevelopmental therapy) and group B (received the regular therapeutic exercise program
for such cases besides backward gait training).
The second one was the (training periods);
within subject factor which had two levels (pre,
post). In addition, this test involved two dependent variables (energy expenditure index (EEI)
in beats/ minute and walking speed in meter/
sec. ).
Data were obtained from patients of the two
groups (control and study) , statistically analyzed
and compared with measurable variable [energy
expenditure index (EEI) in beats/ minute] obtained before and after treatment; using paired
and unpaired T- test to detect level of significance within and between groups respectively .
Energy Expenditure Index (EEI):
Within Groups: As presented in table (1) and
illustrated in figure (1), within group’s comparison the mean ± SD values of energy expenditure index (EEI) in the “pre” and “post” tests
were 1.91±0.92 and 1.86±0.89 (Beats/Min)
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respectively in the group (A). which revealed no
significant difference (P-value >0.05).
It’s also presented in table (1) and illustrated in
figure (1), within group’s comparison the mean
± SD values of energy expenditure index in the
“pre” and “post” tests were 2.08±0.75 and
1.32±0.55 (Beats/Min) respectively in the group
(B), which indicated a significant difference
(P< 0.05).
Between Groups: Date presented in Table 1 and
figure 1 showed that, the pre treatment mean
values + SD of energy expenditure index (EEI)
for group A and B were 1.91±0.92 and 2.08±0.75
(Beats/Min) respectively. The differences
between pre treatment mean scores + SD of the
energy expenditure index (EEI) indicated no
significant differences (P>0.05).
Also, date presented in table (1) and figure (1)
showed that, the post treatment mean values +
SD of EEI for group A and B were 1.86±0.89 and
1.32±0.55 (beats/min) respectively. The differences between post treatment mean scores +
SD of the energy expenditure index (EEI) indicated no significant differences (P>0.05).
Table 1: Pre and post treatment mean values of energy
expenditure index (beats/min) for both groups (A and
B).
Means ± SD Means ± SD
EEI
(Beats/Min) Pre test
Post test

MD

% of
change

T value P- value

Group A

1.91±0.92

1.86±0.89

0.05

2.62

0.34

0.38

Group B

2.08±0.75

1.32±0.55

0.76

36.54

4.91

0.002*

P value

0.73

0.23

*Significant level is set at alpha level <0.05.
Fig. 1: Pre and post treatment mean values of energy
expenditure index (beats/min) for both groups (A & B ).

0.31±0.14(Meter/sec) respectively in the group
(A). which revealed no significant difference
(P-value >0.05). It’s also presented in table (2)
and illustrated in figure (2), within group comparison the mean ± SD values of walking speed
in the “pre” and “post” tests were 0.34±0.16
and 0.52±0.16 (Meter/sec) respectively in the
group (B). which indicated a significant difference (P< 0.05).
Between Groups: Date presented in table (2)
and figure (2) showed that, the pre treatment
mean values + SD of walking speed for group A
and B were 0.29±0.15 and 0.34±0.16 (Meter/Sec)
respectively. The differences between pre treatment mean scores + SD of the walking speed
indicated no significant differences (P>0.05).
Also, date presented in table (2) and figure (2)
showed that, the post treatment mean values +
SD of walking speed for group A and B were
0.31±0.14 and 0.52±0.16 (Meter/Sec) respectively. The differences between post treatment
mean scores + SD of the walking speed revealed
a significant differences (P<0.05).
Table 2: Pre and post treatment mean values of walking
speed in both groups (A and B)
Walking Means ± SD Means ± SD
speed
Pre test
Post test

MD

% of
change

P- value

Group A

0.29±0.15

0.31±0.14

0.018

6.2

0.59

Group B

0.34±0.16

0.52±0.16

0.182

53.5

0.000*

P-value

1

0.036*

*Significant level is set at alpha level <0.05
Fig. 2: Pre and post treatment mean values of walking
speed (Meter/sec) in both groups (A and B).

DISCUSSION
The aims of this study were to evaluate the
effects of a backward treadmill training program
Walking speed:
in improving energy cost during walking in
Within Groups: As presented in table (2) and children with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy;
illustrated in figure (2), within group’s compari- walking capacity has been shown to predict
son the mean ± SD values of walking speed in physical activity level and community participathe “pre” and “post” tests were 0.29±0.15 and tion. Because backward walking is a challeng
Int J Physiother Res 2017;5(5):2294-00.
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ing activity, the results of this trial may produce
important advances in walking rehabilitation and
increased independent community walking in
children with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy.
A major movement related limitation for
children with spastic cerebral palsy is the
compromised gait pattern, which may explain
their excessive energy cost of locomotion. As
suggested by previous studies that individuals
with CP are less active and more sedentary than
their able-bodied peers [18]. Children and
adolescents with CP tend to participate in less
structured and lower intensity physical activities. A vicious cycle of exposure to lower physical activities in persons with chronic illness or
disability leads to further deconditioning and
physical deterioration [19]. Children with CP at
the age of 7 have already lowered VO2 peak
values compared to typical developing peers.
Therefore, early intervention for an active
lifestyle might be beneficial for promoting physical fitness in CP patients [20].
Observation of the pre-treatment mean values
of measured variables of this study revealed
abnormal gait characteristics associated with CP
that could be associated with elevated energy
cost: toe strike, or toe-heel strike due to posterior calf spasticity, shortened step length on the
affected side, abnormal arm swing limiting ability to carry out reciprocating gait, and the excessive absorption of eccentric work by the knee
extensors almost as soon as it was generated
by ankle plantar flexors with cocontraction of
agonist and antagonist muscle, all of that leading to decreased walking speed with high
energy expenditure, this result confirmed by the
result of Dahlback and Rorlin [21] who stated
that Gait abnormalities in children with cerebral
palsy have been shown to increase submaximal
walking energy expenditure almost three-fold
compared with healthy children . One consequence of this increased energy cost is that children with CP complain of fatigue at low walking
intensities.
The explanation for this phenomenon remains
incomplete. One factor that has been implicate,
but not documented, is the amount of simultaneous contraction of agonist and antagonist
muscle. Such”cocontraction”can be both beneficial and detrimental. It is a way of achieving joint
Int J Physiother Res 2017;5(5):2294-00.
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stability, particularly at the ankle and knee joints
and specifically during locomotion. However, in
instances when the antagonist muscle is activated excessively, movement is achieved at a
high metabolic cost, reflecting the effort of both
muscles [22].
The significant improvement obtained in the
post-treatment mean values of the variable
related to walking speed especially for the study
group may be attributed to the effect of backward gait treadmill training in ambulatory CP
patients who have higher energy expenditure
and lower gait efficiency, this finding come in
agreement with Schindl et al. [23] who reported
that effects of treadmill walking exercise as a
treatment method to improve the physical fitness in children with CP who were mostly nonambulatory; their data demonstrate relevant
improvements in motor abilities.
Also this finding confirmed by the result of Duffy
et al. [24] who demonstrated that the O2 cost
was significantly higher in children with spina
bifida and CP compared to healthy children. In
this study, ambulatory CP patients in the experimental group increased their walking distance
and gait velocity, leading to a decrease in the
O2 cost during overground walking after treadmill walking exercise. It suggested that treadmill walking exercise characteristically improved
the gait efficiency during overground walking.
Significant Improvement of walking speed in
study group children is duo to effect of backward gait training in improving proprioception
and balance. This has a role in increasing speed
of walking as when the patient becomes balanced so this will also give him greater support
to move faster. This is supported by Hooper et
al. [6] who reported that backward walking
improves the patient’s balance and proprioception and will act to condition hip, knee and ankle
stabilizers. This increase at the speed of walking is related also to the increase at lower limb
activity that occurs with backward walking as
when the activity of lower limb muscles is
improved so the pa-tient can move at faster
speed. Recent evidence indicates that when the
direction of walking is the same for the 2 conditions, similar neural networks may be involved;
however, when on the treadmill, subjects do not
move through space as they do during over
2298
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ground walking. These contextual differences
arise from the lack of visual and somatosensory
information during treadmill walking. It is
possible that these identifiable differences in
task context are sufficient to transfer from the
treadmill walking exercise to a more natural
overground walking environment with more
efficient gait [25].
The finding of this study related to (EEI) variable indicated no significant difference between
post treatment mean scores + SD of the energy
expenditure index (EEI) between both groups,
there were decreasing in mean value that revealed improvement in energy cost during gait
but not significantly as a result of the effect of
backward gait training, otherwise the mean ±
SD values of energy expenditure index in the
“pre” and “post” tests in the study group (B),
which indicated a significant difference (P<
0.05), it may be attributed to the difference in
age and physical fitness between subjects, this
finding come in agreement with the finding of
Green and Foster [26] who demonstrated that
the level of reduction in oxygen cost of treadmill exercise depends upon the degree by which
the subjects grasp the handrails. It has been
clearly demonstrated in the comparison of cardiorespiratory measures among different age
groups of children that growth differences can
give rise to differences in running and walking
energy expenditure. Hence, to demonstrate cardiorespiratory differences resulting from a disability (CP) rather than the confounding effects
of growth, the subjects need to be similar in age,
height, and mass. In the Rose et al. [27] study
the groups differed in mass and height, and there
was no indication of any between-groups statistical comparison. In addition, the fitness levels of the children with CP were not documented
in any of the studies by Rose et al. [27].
Non significant improvement in energy cost
during gait between children with CP in study
and control group may be come from the higher
energy expenditures associated with involuntary
local muscle activity, this confirmed by the
result of Berger [28] who stated that the source
of the pathological pattern of muscle activity
seen in the children with CP is open to speculation. It could be a consequence of an impaired
maturation of the locomotor pattern and neuInt J Physiother Res 2017;5(5):2294-00.
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ronal adaptation to altered peripheral muscle
function in early infancy before walking is
learned. Alternatively, as a result of the insult
to the brain stem and cerebellum at birth, normal inhibition patterns could be affected. The
absence of normal inhibition patterns gives rise
to unsuccessful repression of undesired contractions generating excessive cocontraction levels,
abnormal gait, and a marked increase in energy
consumption. While the higher oxygen cost of
walking can be explained by cocontraction in the
children with CP, the same cannot be said for
the control subjects. As reported by Gatev and
Sutherland et al. [22,29] there appears to be a
certain amount of cocontraction that is beneficial for joint stability and that is associated with
a certain O2 cost. Beyond this level, any additional cocontraction may induce an excessively
high oxygen cost of walking.
Finally, backward treadmill walking exercise
improved gait efficiency in children with
spastic diplegic cerebral palsy. It has been
associated with some decrease in energy
expenditure during overground walking.
This study had some limitations that need to be
acknowledged, such as the small sample size.
CONCLUSION
According to the results of this study, it can be
concluded that backward treadmill training was
found to be an effective intervention to improve
cardiovascular endurance and walking speed in
a cohort of children with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy.
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